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Abstract

Objective:

The objective of this study is to examine the effect of a cognitive, behavioral stress management module of

Sudarshan Kriya (SK) and P on levels of serum cortisol and pain among the women suffering from

advanced stage breast cancer.

Materials and Methods:

Participants (n = 147) were screened and randomized to receive standard care (n = 69) versus standard

along with SK and Pranayam (P) intervention (n = 78) imparted in one 18 hrs workshop spread during 3

days. Participants were expected to practice it at home 20 min daily as adjuvant to standard

pharmacological treatment for pain.

Results:

There was a significant difference in blood cortisol levels after 3 months of practice of SK and P. Mean

blood levels in the intervention arm were 341.2 ng/ml against 549.2 ng/ml in the control arm (P ≤ 0.002).

Pain perception in comparison to control arm reduced by 3 points in SK and P arm on 0-10 verbal scale of

pain.

Conclusion:

SK and P is an effective intervention in reducing stress and pain among advance stage patients of breast

cancer.
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INTRODUCTION

Data derived from the National Cancer Registry Program of India, other Indian registries, the International

Agency for Research on Cancer, and the United states National Cancer Institute Surveillance,

Epidemiology, and End Results Program show average annual cancer incidence rates in India ranged from

7.2/100,000/year to 31.3/100,000/year for female breast. Comparative rates in the US for female breast
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cancer are 86.6 for blacks and 96.4 for whites. Overall, about 50-55% of breast cancer cases are detected in

late (III and IV) stage in India; in contrast to the US where 15% cancer is diagnosed at late stage.[1]

In late stages, pain and stress become imperative symptom in most of the breast cancer patients. Most of

the modern treatment modalities used to manage pain and stress in such terminal cases are less than

satisfactory. There is neurophysiological basis for the modulating effect of the central nervous system on

the perception of pain with a clearly identified somatic origin.[2] Apart from theoretical consideration,

experimental behavioral stress management module (CBSM) have been evaluated in pain management and

evidence shows the effectiveness of Yoga (Y), psychotherapy, and relaxation techniques. A number of

studies have recently been published that identified the association between neuropathic pain and health-

related quality-of life. The findings have important implications and suggest that a biopsychosocial (as

opposed to a primarily biomedical) approach would be appropriate for understanding and treating

neuropathic pain.[3]

A study analyzed the risk factors that predispose women to chronic symptoms related breast cancer. A

questionnaire was sent to 569 women who had undergone modified radical mastectomies with axillary

evacuation or breast resection with axillary evacuation. Pain, paresthesias and strange sensations were

reported by half of the patients. The chronic pain slightly affected the daily lives of about 50% of the

patients and moderately or more of about 25% of the patients. Patients with chronic pain were significantly

younger and had larger primary tumors. The highest incidence of pain was reported by patients who had

had both radio- and chemotherapy. Surgical complications and post-operative radiotherapy and

chemotherapy increase the risk of chronic pain and other symptoms. Modifications in the treatment

protocol and preclusion are recommended by this study from Finland in order to minimize chronic

treatment-related symptoms.[4],[5]

Another study which reported symptom profile after 1 year of surgery finds 80% of the women had

treatment-related symptoms in the breast scar region and virtually all patients had symptoms. Several

studied have provided positive impact of yoga meditation modulating perception of pain with a clearly

identified somatic origin; however, such studies are lacking from India.[5]

As part of Detect Clinical Epidemiological Study in USA, the frequency and associated problem of co

morbid depression with a wide range of somatic illness were studied (n = 51,000) in patients seeking

primary care. The association of depression with pain related chronic disorder (odd ratio [OR]: 1.5) was

pronounced. Since, there has been demonstrable link of pain depression and stress in chronic disorders. It is

the hypothesis whether by altering psychological component; somatic components of pain can be estimated

using biologic markers. Hence, this study evaluated standardized set of regimen of Sudarshan Kriya (SK)

and Pranayam (P).

The impact of SK and P has been evaluated in various chronic medical conditions like Diabetes, addiction,

depression, anxiety, and stress.[6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11] However, somatic symptom like pain has been tested

for its impact for the first time. SK and P have been shown enhancing beta and alpha waves on

electroencephalography indicating relaxed alertness,[12] increasing natural killer cells in cancer

patients,[13] lowering blood lactate levels,[7] boost antioxidant defense, inducing relaxation, lowering

anxiety and also to alter the gene expression by up-regulation of anti-apoptotic genes and pro-survival

genes.[10]

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study take account of stress biochemical marker serum cortisol and verbal scale of pain in a

randomized clinical trial in which blinding is performed at program level since independent team generated

random allocation numbers, separate staff imparted allocation in to control versus intervention arm by

opening opaque envelopes containing allocation information in the subsequent recruitments. Blinding is

followed at the blood sample collection, processing, testing, and analysis levels. Separate team worked on

these components and used only codes, which were broken at the time of the final analysis by statistician

team.

Sample size was determined on the basis of studies,[14],[15] showing depression and pain relationship (odd
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ratio 4.8). Considering 90% of advance stage cancer patients complain pain and assuming 20% lost to

follow-up and non-compliance, standard sample size formula on N query package found 75 participants in

each arm (total 150 participants) to get 30% difference in outcome measures. After getting ethical approval

from institutional ethical committee and registering trial, recruitment of the staff, and training of staff took

place. Training was given on randomization, data collection methods, entry in EPI-6  package, collection

of blood samples, and delivery of samples to laboratory, processing, standardization of processes under

expert supervision. Role and duties of all stakeholders were defined.

Inclusion criteria

Women who are suffering from breast cancer stage IIb, III and IV, completed standard treatment of cancer

by radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and surgery and now in the follow-up period for pain management, age

ranging from 35 years to 60 years, Karnofsky score is above 70. Out of 185 participants screened 38 were

excluded for various reasons (severe mental illnesses such as Catatonic/melancholic depression, n = 2,

schizophrenia or hysteria, n = 1, using other form of alternative medicine/process of yogdhyan (n = 8) and

Karnofsky score below 70, n = 17, unable to comply for a follow-up visit schedule/do not provide consent,

n = 10). Data collection was started in April, 2011 and continued until January 2013. Comorbid condition

other than severe mental illness were not excluded; hence 15% (n = 22) of the patients had high blood

pressure, diabetes spread equally in control and intervention arm.

Weekly follow-up was carried out for enhancing regular practice. Weekly phone reminders, E-mails were

used. Participants were asked to record practice, their time and day when they have any complaints did the

practice of intervention. This information was retrieved for pre-coded performa during 3 monthly visits of

the patients.

RESULTS

A total of 147 participants fulfilled the inclusion criteria, provided informed consent and underwent

randomization into two arms. Arm-A (SK and P level-1) along with regular treatment while Arm B was on

regular treatment. World Health Organization ladder of Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (first, second

generation) and morphine group of medicines with and without surgical intervention and counseling were

part of regular treatment in both arms.

Under the intervention arm, adjuvant SK and P training components included teachings for self-awareness,

how to do Ujjayi breath and Bhastrika parnayama, rhythmic breathing of SK under the supervision of

trained yoga teachers. After the 18 h contact program spread in 3 days’ time, participants in the Arm A

were narrated 20 min package of these steps for routine practice at home on a daily basis. One of the family

members was imparted responsibility to look after the regularity of practice and report problems to the

research team, if any.

After recruitment, the intervention in the form of 18 h workshop was organized once the group of 20-25

participants was cumulated.

Baseline information for both groups was collected before any intervention [Figure 1]. It was on income,

education, occupation, social support, and transport and was collected in the predesigned and pre-tested

questionnaire. Interpretation of pain perception was filled on verbal pain scale. For blood samples, the

morning fasting 10 ml venous blood in the supine position for routine hemogram, liver, and kidney function

tests and specific testes related to study-Serum Cortisol was collected and processed same morning. The

samples were collected on the same time of the day in all the participants at 8.00 am-9.00 am after fasting

overnight, since Cortisol levels tend to change according to diurnal variation. Samples were stored at-80

degree until slot of 30 samples was available to run standard tests to estimate serum cortisol levels.[16]

Demographic profile of the participants from education, occupation and family income point of view was

found distributed equally with minor differences in few categories. Like more graduates (21.2 %) in

intervention arm in comparison to 8.7% graduates in control arm. Family income wise slight more high

income was observed in intervention arm. For the distance travelled to seek treatment it was found more in

control arm. Accompanying person in both the group were majorly spouses of the patients. Co-morbidities
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like blood pressure, gastritis were found similar in both the arms at baseline. Family history of breast

cancer was present in 4.4 to 6.4% of all the participants. Metastasis in bone was present in 35.3% of control

and 25.7% of intervention arm [Table 1].

The S. Cortisol fasting levels in both the arms were found with non significant statistical difference at

baseline for both intervention and control arms respectively (421 ± 70 vs 493 ± 51 nmg/l). It was found

significantly reduced in the intervention arm in the serum of participants at 3rd month's visit (341.4 ± 51.4

vs. 549.2 ± 69.5 nmg/l) and 6th month's visit (376.2 ± 74.9 vs. 517.8 ± 69.7 nmg/l) in comparison to

control arm [Table 2].

Regarding compliance, all the participants were complaint in their visits on scheduled date, however only

78% of intervention group showed regular practice at home for what was taught in SK&P training

workshop.

Pain perception on verbal scale of 0-10 showed increasing pains with time, but the average weighted line

demonstrated the difference of 3 points at 3  month visit and 6  month visit in SKP intervention arm [

Figure 2].

DISCUSSION

A study performed in University of Miami,[17] has studied breast cancer report that women encounter a

number of burdens, including anxiety about treatment and prognosis, adjuvant therapy, and disruptions in

daily living.[14] Evidence suggests cancer-related stress has a negative impact on health, possibly via

neuroendocrine pathways. Cortisol, a steroid hormone secreted by the adrenal cortex, is used to assess

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis function and is a reliable measure of physiological stress.[18] Cortisol

affects multiple physiological processes, including metabolic and immune responses (e.g., suppressing T

lymphocyte functions and natural killer cell cytotoxicity). Women living with breast cancer have higher

cortisol levels as compared to healthy women, and higher cortisol levels are associated with greater disease

severity in women with breast cancer. Neuroendocrine regulation of cortisol and other adrenal hormones

may contribute to cancer progression and health outcomes through multiple mechanisms. There is evidence

that breast cancer is associated with greater plasma cortisol, which increases during a behavioral challenge

reactivity task. If women with breast cancer are hyper responsive to stressful challenges, it also has been

shown that they may show decreases in cortisol levels if they are taught stress management techniques. The

pain experiences of 86 women with metastatic carcinoma of the breast were systematically evaluated over a

period of 1 year in a study in University of California. 56% of the sample reported experiencing pain, and

the intensity of pain was not significantly related to the site of metastasis. Multiple regression analysis

revealed that 50% of the variance in the pain experience was accounted for by: (1) the amount of mood

disturbance as measured by the Profile of Mood States. These data document the significance of

psychological factors in accounting for differences in pain experience and document the interaction

between pain and mood disturbance. These findings suggest that treatment of metastatic pain should

include attention to the patient's mood and adjustment skills to the illness.[19]

Another study assessing pain, neurological symptoms, edema in arm, anxiety and depression occurring in

women treated surgically for breast cancer, the impact of these symptoms on daily life and how they

evolved during the follow-up. 1 year after surgery, 80% of the women had treatment-related symptoms in

the breast scar region and virtually all patients had symptoms in the ipsilateral arm.[4]

In the current study, the higher level of serum cortisol in the control arm in comparison to the intervention

arm were evident with significant statistical margins and correlate well with pain scores in the intervention

arm. Raised serum cortisol has been reported as an indicator of clinical stage of the disease also.[18] One

more study confirms high rates of behavioral symptoms in breast cancer survivors, particularly those

treated with chemotherapy and indicates a role for tumor necrosis factor-α signaling as a contributor to

post-chemotherapy fatigue. Results also suggest that fatigue, sleep disturbance, and depression may stem

from distinct biologic processes in post-treatment survivors, with inflammatory signaling contributing

relatively specifically to fatigue.[20]

Though many CBSM strategies,[21],[22],[23],[24] have reported a reduction of perception of pain and
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increased stress coping ability, decreased cortisol after intervention, however, intervention applied in this

study has been considered very efficient, in terms of cost effectiveness (1 time workshop expenditure and

weekly phone reminders was the expenditure incurred on the part of the research team, nothing spent from

participant's side). This has been easily doable despite requiring physical exercise in the intervention;

physically handicapped patients after breast surgery who had a problem of hand movement, 88% of them

could do bhastrika paranayam and three stages P properly. This helps them to improve margin of

movements in the arms. This unique combination of physical movement, rhythmic breathing and

meditation imparted relaxed looks after intervention. The intervention is unique in the sense that it is

uniformly followed across the countries, irrespective of cast creed; module remains the same, so chances of

heterogeneity in practice and impact evaluation are minimal.

One lacunae identified during execution of the study was that due to distance many patients were providing

their part of practice details on the phone only and physical verification of that doing practice could not be

validated. To some extent, patients were informed about their nearest center to be regular in their practice,

but only 12% could physically be verified of doing practice, Rest were relied on their version of doing SK

and P practice on the phone and what their relatives and they themselves told on 3 monthly meetings of

follow-up. Future research should provide provision of travel cost inbuilt in research grant, so physical

verification is more intensified.

Further research is also required to address the underlying mechanism by in-depth analysis of findings,

especially genetic component, to look whether these changes affect gene also. Since, this study imparted

level-1 SKP Y module in the intervention arm, level-2 (more of meditation less in physical exercise)

impact is hypothesized to be more intense and should be estimated for benefits of patients and researchers.

A meta-analysis from Germany retrieved 198 studies (covering 22,238 patients) that report 218 treatment-

control comparisons. Significant small-to-medium effects were observed for individual and group

psychotherapy and psychoeducation. These effects were sustained, in part, in the medium term (≤6 months)

and long-term (<6 months). Short-term effects were evident for relaxation training. Studies that pre-

selected participants according to increased distress produced large effects at post-treatment. A moderator

effect was found for the moderator variable “duration of the intervention,” with longer interventions

producing more sustained effects. Indicators of study quality were often not reported. Small-sample bias

indicative of possible publication bias was found for some effects, particularly with individual

psychotherapy and relaxation training.[25] This randomized controlled trial has used precaution (ample

sample size, blinding, long follow-up, identified indicators) to address caution under this met analysis.

Though survival benefit of such interventions in advance stage cancer patients is also reported, this study

recorded only marginal difference. The survival of 86 patients with metastatic breast cancer was studied

prospectively in a study in which 1 year intervention consisted of weekly supportive group therapy with

self-hypnosis for pain. Both treatment (n = 50) and control groups (n = 36) had routine oncological care. At

10 year follow-up, only 3 of the patients were alive, and death records were obtained for the other 83.

Survival from time of randomization and onset of intervention was a mean 36.6 (SD 37.6) months in the

intervention group compared with 18.9 (10.8) months in the control group, a significant difference.

Survival plots indicated that divergence in survival began at 20 months after entry or 8 months after the

intervention ended.[26] This type of long follow-up was not planned in this study; however, this study

cohort may be followed to record overall long-term survival effect.
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Figure 1

Experimental design, flow diagram
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Table 1

Demographic profile at baseline
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Table 2

Status of cortisol levels at baseline, 3  and 6  months of the follow-uprd th
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Figure 2

Verbal pains scale on 0-10 scale: showed average 2 point difference at 3rd month of follow-up in control versus Sudarshan

Kriya and Pranayam yoga arm. (Upper thick line = control arm verbal pain scales, lower thin line = Sudarshan Kriya and

Pranayam verbal pain scale)
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